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Abstract—This paper reports the outcomes of the 2014 Data
Fusion Contest organized by the Image Analysis and Data Fusion
Technical Committee (IADF TC) of the IEEE Geoscience and
Remote Sensing Society (IEEE GRSS). As for previous years, the
IADF TC organized a data fusion contest aiming at fostering new
ideas and solutions for multisource remote sensing studies. In the
2014 edition, participants considered multiresolution and multisensor fusion between optical data acquired at 20-cm resolution
and long-wave (thermal) infrared hyperspectral data at 1-m resolution. The Contest was proposed as a double-track competition:
one aiming at accurate landcover classification and the other seeking innovation in the fusion of thermal hyperspectral and color
data. In this paper, the results obtained by the winners of both
tracks are presented and discussed.
Index Terms—Hyperspectral, image analysis and data fusion
(IADF), landcover classification, multimodal-, multiresolution-,
multisource-data fusion, thermal imaging.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

EMOTE sensing has overcome the limits of its own discipline. Data acquired by sensors mounted on unmanned,
airborne, or satellite platforms are used by many scientific
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disciplines, in public administrations, and in everyday’s life.
Due to this tremendous (and far from being over) increase
in notoriety, the discipline faces strong pressure for providing
methodologies capable of offering a wide variety of products
using an even larger set of acquisition technologies, each one
with its own specific physical and signal properties. Modern
remote sensing is a science that must answer this call: providing information of the highest quality with the data that are
available [1].
If the problem is certainly not new—people have been carrying research in data fusion for decades [2]—what changed is
the amount of data and the diversity of sensors that are available
to the community. We are no more confronted with problems
related to the lack of data, we are rather overwhelmed by data
of each kind and must be capable of making some sense out of it
in the light of answering a scientific societal question [3]. In this
context, image analysis and data fusion have also evolved and
nowadays play several roles, going from the historical precursors, pansharpening [4], [5], classification [6]–[8], and change
detection [9], to new areas such as large-scale processing [10],
[11], multiple resolutions [12], [13], domain adaptation [14]–
[16], interactive systems [17], [18], and integration of signal
modalities with various meanings and properties [19].
The Image Analysis and Data Fusion Technical Committee
(IADF TC) of the Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society
(GRSS) is an international network of scientists active in these
fields and, in particular, in multitemporal, multisource, multiresolution, and multimodal remote sensing image analysis.
IADF TC serves as a gathering point for scientists, industry professionals, and students interested in image analysis
and data fusion. To foster emergence of new ideas and the
establishment of best practices, it organizes an annual contest,
which is open to the international remote sensing community. Since 2006, the Data Fusion Contest (DFC) has gathered
the image analysis community and fostered innovation around
challenging topics of multisource remote sensing, including
pansharpening [4], radar and optical classification [20]–[22],
hyperspectral classification [23], multiangular data [24], and
large-scale classification [25].
The 2014 edition of the Contest tackled two of the most
open problems of the community: handling data 1) from multiple sources and 2) at multiple resolutions. The aim was to
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investigate the possible synergies between two types of data,
which are becoming more and more popular and that carry
complementary information: very-high-resolution data (20-cm
resolution) acquired by a digital color camera (three channels in
the visible range) and a new data type for a data fusion contest: a
1-m resolution hyperspectral image in the long-wave (thermal)
infrared domain.
Thermal infrared is a very challenging data source with high
potential: it examines the spectral emitted radiance differences
between target objects in the thermal infrared, so it can perform
target detection and material classification regardless of illumination conditions. The physical background is the fundamental
spectral absorption features of silicate minerals, which are the
major components of the terrestrial surface and the primary
constituent of man-made construction objects. The silicon–
oxygen bonds of these silicate minerals (Si–O) do not produce
spectral features in the visible-to-shortwave infrared region of
the spectrum (0.4−2.5 µm) [26]. However, the stretching vibrations of the Si-O bonds produce strong fundamental features
in the long-wave infrared (LWIR, thermal infrared) spectral
wavelengths (8−12 µm), the so-called “Reststrahlen bands”
[27]. Man-made objects also tend to emit IR radiation that
is polarized to a greater extent than naturally derived background materials (i.e., trees, soil, vegetation) [28]–[30]. This
is attributed to the fact that man-made objects tend to have
surface features that are relatively smooth compared to most
naturally occurring surfaces. If surface irregularities are large
compared to the wavelength of the emitted radiation, the total
emissivity may suffice as the primary parameter of interest.
However, if surface irregularities are small compared to the
emission wavelength, the surface tends to be more specular
and an observable induced polarization occurs in the emitted
thermal radiation [31]. These fundamentals were used for the
development of spectral-based methods for urban classification
[31], [32] or unmixing of man-made materials [33], [34] using
LWIR hyperspectral data.
Despite its attractiveness, fusion in the thermal domain has
been studied only scarcely in the IADF community (some
exceptions can be found in pansharpening [35], [36] or in
the blending of medium (MODIS) and high (Landsat) resolution data [37]), but is attracting increasing interest, e.g., for
the fusion of thermal data acquired by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) with airborne hyperspectral images (APEX, for
example) [38]–[40] or with digital cameras.
Following the structure proposed in 2013 [22], the DFC 2014
consisted of two parallel tracks of equal importance:
1) Classification Contest: This track focused on classification results with the aim of providing a fair comparison
of best practices and approaches to the classification with
these new types of sensors. The aim was to obtain the
most accurate classification map as possible. To assess
accuracy, two aspects were considered: the first was the
ability to generalize the result to zones wider than the
training area. To assess such requirement, the data were
delivered in two stages: first, a small, geographically concentrated portion was delivered along with the associated
ground truth; later on, the rest of the image, on which
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the classification accuracy was evaluated by using an
undisclosed test set, was also released. The second aspect
was the computational complexity. To constrain it, we
allowed only a limited time window for providing the
final map. Moreover, only a single map could be submitted by each participating team during the 2 weeks
following the disclosure of the test data. Ranking was
based on the accuracy of the submitted classification map
with respect to the aforementioned undisclosed test set.
Methodological novelty was not among the evaluation
criteria.
The Classification Contest was won by the team comprised of X. Huang, H. Liu, and T. Zhu from Wuhan
University (China).
2) Paper Contest: The paper contest was set up as an incubator for new ideas for the processing of multiresolution
data and in particular for the analysis of thermal hyperspectral data at such a high resolution, which are a
modality quite new for the IADF TC community. For this
reason, no topic was imposed by the organizers and the
deliverable was a four-page manuscript addressing the
problem considered, the methodology adopted, and the
results obtained. For this second competition, the temporal deadline was looser and the winners were selected
by an Award Committee on the basis of two criteria:
the novelty of the problem considered and the technicalscientific interest of the approach proposed. The Paper
Contest was awarded to the team composed of W. Liao,
F. Van Coillie, S. Gautama, A. Pizurica, and W. Philips
from Ghent University (Belgium).
The two winning teams were awarded during the 2014 IEEE
International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium
(IGARSS) held in Québec City, Canada. Each winning team
received IEEE GRSS Certificates of Appreciation and a Google
Nexus 7 tablet, sponsored by the GRSS.
This paper presents the contributions awarded and opens a
discussion fostered by the results of the Contest. It aims at
assessing the health and future of image analysis and data
fusion in remote sensing. It is organized as follows: Section II
presents the datasets used in detail, as well as the contest schedule. Section III summarizes and compares the two awarded
approaches, which are then presented in Sections IV (classification track) and V (paper track), respectively. In Section VI, the
results obtained and the trends observed during the contest are
discussed, while some conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. C HALLENGE OF 2014: M ULTIRESOLUTION
M ULTISENSOR DATA
The 2014 Contest involved two airborne datasets acquired at
different spectral ranges and spatial resolutions: 1) a coarserresolution LWIR hyperspectral image and 2) fine-resolution
visible (VIS) imagery (Fig. 1). The data were acquired and
were provided for the Contest by Telops Inc., Québec, Canada.1
They cover an urban area near Thetford Mines in Québec,
Canada, including residential and commercial buildings, roads,
1 [Online].

Available: http://www.telops.com
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the classification approaches proposed in both tracks.
Top line: the generic classification pipeline. Bottom line: the strategy proposed
by each team (then detailed in Sections IV and V, respectively).
Fig. 1. Data set for the 2014 Data Fusion Contest: top row denotes the subset of the data provided for training in the first stage of the contest: (a) RGB
false-color composite of three channels of the LWIR image (1-m resolution);
(b) color data (20-cm resolution); (c) training labels. The bottom row illustrates
the data released for testing in the second phase: (d) LWIR data; (e) color data.
The ground truth in (f) was used by the committee to evaluate the classification
maps and was not provided to the participants.

and gardens. The two airborne data were acquired on May 21,
2013 using two different platforms with a short temporal gap.
The average height of both LWIR and visible sensors above
ground was 2650 ft (807 m), resulting in an average spatial resolution (ground sample distance, GSD) of approximately 1 m
for the LWIR imagery and 0.1 m for the VIS imagery. The
visible data used for the contest have been sampled to 0.2 m
for reducing the resolution ratio between the two data sources.
The LWIR data [Fig. 1(a) and (d)] were acquired using the
Telops Hyper-Cam, an airborne long-wave infrared hyperspectral imager [41]. It is a Fourier-transform spectrometer (FTS)
consisting of 84 spectral bands in the 7.8−11.5 µm wavelength
region. The end-to-end radiometric calibration of the infrared
measurements was performed using two internal calibration
blackbodies. The data provided for the Contest were radiometrically and geometrically corrected. The VIS data consisted of
uncalibrated, high spatial resolution, digital data with sparse
ground coverage over the same area as the LWIR hyperspectral
imagery [Fig. 1(b) and (e)]. The VIS data were georeferenced
and registered to the thermal data.
This multisource data set presents a challenge behind the
conventional multispectral and multiresolution fusion processing. It emphasizes the complementarity between spectral and
thermal data in terms of information extraction. Indeed, for
extracting the emissivity spectra from the LWIR data set, an
extra preprocessing step is required for separating the temperature and the emissivity. Therefore, the contestants implicitly
had to decide whether to use the LWIR at-sensor radiance data
directly or the scene spectra and thermal variability determined
through temperature-emissivity separation.

In the first stage of the Classification Contest, the participants were provided with a subset of the data [Fig. 1(a) and (b)]
endowed with ground truth to train their algorithms [Fig. 1(c)].
The training map included seven classes, i.e., “road,” “trees,”
“red roof,” “gray roof,” “concrete roof,” “vegetation,” and
“bare soil.” In the second stage, 1 month later, the participants
received the full data set [Fig. 1(d) and (e)] and were asked
to submit their classification maps with a description of the
approach used within 2 weeks. The short time lap for the classification was intended to test the generalization power of the
method developed on the training area with as little modification as possible. The classification was assessed using the
undisclosed test samples shown in Fig. 1(f).

III. O UTCOMES OF THE 2014 DATA F USION C ONTEST
Both winning teams of the 2014 Data Fusion Contest dealt
with a classification problem. Before entering in the specific
details of each method (provided in Sections IV and V, respectively), we provide a general comparison of the approaches proposed and present them with respect to a generic classification
pipeline (see Fig. 2).
The generic pipeline followed by both teams included processing steps of feature extraction and classification. The winners of the Paper Contest provided most efforts in the feature
extraction phase, proposing one new way of dealing with thermal features (via the guided filter) and a strategy to combine
these features with morphological filters extracted from the
visible data. Provided that the features extracted were meaningful, a traditional multiclass support vector machine (SVM) was
used as a classifier. The winners of the Classification Contest
worked mostly on the postprocessing of the classification map.
They identified relevant filters and indices from the literature,
and obtained a first suboptimal classification using a cascade of
binary SVMs, each trained with the specific relevant features.
To increase the classification accuracy, they applied a series of
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identified successively using appropriate feature combinations
(see the classification chain described in Section IV-B). Finally,
the pixel-based classification map was improved by three postprocessing steps (Section IV-C): first the map was smoothed by
majority voting, then it was fused with the result of an adaptive mean shift segmentation. Finally, several semantic rules
were further applied to improve the result. In Sections IV-A to
IV-C. detail the single blocks of the methodology, grouped by
the main steps in the general pipeline highlighted in Fig. 2.
A. Feature Extraction

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the method proposed for the Classification Contest.

postprocessing steps: first, a majority vote on the binary pixel
maps (one per class, to remove salt and pepper noise), then
a multiclass filtering by majority voting within the borders of
objects issued from object-based image analysis (OBIA) and
finally, a correction of semantic errors using a set of predefined
spatial empirical rules.
In this respect, even though both methods considered classification, the proposed approaches responded to the challenges of
the two tracks of the contest: for the Classification Contest, the
winners improved the initial classification map using effective
production-like steps and reached maximal accuracy; while in
the Paper Contest, the focus was shifted toward a new methodological contribution, with less emphasis on the geometrical
precision of the final output. Of course, each approach could
benefit from the other and, through this result, this contest also
shows the interest of these two too often separated points of
view on the classification process: on one side, the generality
and discriminant nature of the data representation and, on the
other, the final production stages for very precise mapping.
IV. O UTCOME OF THE C LASSIFICATION C ONTEST
This section presents the hierarchical classification strategy
for the fusion of LWIR and VIS data adopted by the winning
team of the classification contest (Fig. 3). First, thermal infrared
and VIS data were upsampled and downsampled to 0.5 m,
respectively. Due to the high dimensionality of thermal infrared
data, a principal component analysis (PCA) was applied and
the first five principal components were kept. Then the features
listed in Section IV-A were extracted. Different classes were

It is widely agreed that spatial features can significantly
improve the classification accuracy due to the consideration of
spatial correlation between neighboring pixels. This becomes
even more relevant when considering very-high spatial resolution imagery [42], [43]. In this research, the following features
were extracted.
1) Textural features: Occurrence and cooccurrence statistics [42], [44] were considered. For the former, features
describing local variance within 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 windows were selected; for the latter, gray-level cooccurrence
matrices (GLCM) were employed, using different window sizes (5, 7, and 9) and offsets of 1, 2, and 3 pixels,
respectively. Then, contrast and homogeneity features
were extracted. All the features above were extracted
from each band of the VIS image. In addition, differential morphological profiles (DMPs) [45] were computed
using the mean of the VIS image and a circular structural
element (SE). The SE sizes were 2, 4, and 6, resulting
in three differential opening and three differential closing
profiles.
2) Vegetation index (VI): 5 out of 7 classes were types of
buildings or vegetation. Due to the biophysical characteristics of green plants, the normalized ratio between the
average of the LWIR channels and the red band from VIS
was used as VI [see Fig. 4(b)].
3) Morphological building index (MBI): For buildings, the
MBI [46], [47] was calculated [Fig. 4(c)]. In contrast with
conventional textural or morphological features, MBI can
indicate buildings directly and automatically by describing their spectral–spatial characteristics using a series of
morphological operators. Specifically, the white top-hat
by reconstruction is applied with a set of multidirectional
linear SEs and the results are used for defining the MBI.
The white top-hat is able to emphasize the bright structures with high local contrast, corresponding to the potential buildings (buildings tend to cast shadows, thus leading
to large local contrast). It should be noted that MBI is calculated in an unsupervised way. The code of MBI can be
found here: http://www.vhrpro.com/MBI.html.
B. Classification
In the algorithm proposed for the Classification Contest, each
land cover was identified successively using a binary SVM classifier. After each classification, majority filtering was applied to
suppress the salt and pepper noise of the binary map.
1) Vegetation and trees versus the others: Because of
the significant spectral difference between green plants
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Fig. 5. Classification maps issued from the approach presented in Section IV:
(a) Pixel-based; (b) object-based; and (c) final combined.

Fig. 4. Subset of (a) VIS; (b) VI; and (c) MBI.

and other classes, spectral features, including VIS and
LWIR_PCA, were used in this step. After the classification, pixels classified as vegetated surfaces and with high
VI (vegetation index) values were assigned to plants.
2) Vegetation versus trees: Although vegetation and trees
share similar spectral characteristics in comparison to
other classes, trees were generally lighter in the study
area. They also exhibited different textural characteristics.
Fig. 4(b) shows, e.g., that for trees, dark and light pixels
are mixed with each other, while the vegetation class is
generally smoother. The features used in the classification
included the original VIS image, the textural features, and
GLCM features computed on the VI (vegetation index)
image, with window size of 5 and offsets of 1 and 2
pixels.
3) Roads versus soil and roofs: Among the classes without vegetation, roads can be easily identified due to their
shape. In this step, a simple classification was first performed with VIS and LWIR_PCA and then, objects with
an area smaller than 200 pixels (50 m2 ) or showing a
length–width ratio smaller than 4 were eliminated from
the binary road map.
4) Soil versus roofs: VIS and textural features were used in
this step to separate soil from roofs. The shape of roofs

is more regular than that of soil areas but such information is hard to integrate into the classification. Therefore,
the MBI was employed to refine the classification result
by assigning all MBI objects with an area larger than 30
pixels (7.5 m2 ) and a solidity2 larger than 0.8 to roofs.
5) Gray roof versus red roof versus concrete roof: For separating the three roof types, the spectral features were
preferred to textural features. In particular, gray roofs
and red roofs did not show much difference in the thermal infrared imagery, whereas concrete roofs were darker
than them. Therefore, gray roofs were first detected with
VIS and textural features, and red roofs and concrete
roofs were finally distinguished using VIS, textural, and
LWIR_PCA features.
C. Postprocessing
The pixel-based classification map was then improved using
three postprocessing steps.
1) Local spatial smoothing: As mentioned in the previous
section, each binary classification map was smoothed by
majority voting to enhance its spatial smoothness.
2) Object-based image analysis: After pixel classification,
OBIA was used to refine the pixel-based classification
map in Fig. 5(a). OBIA allowed to further suppress the
salt and pepper effects [48] and to exploit geometrical
2 The solidity of an object is defined as the ratio between the object area and
the minimum convex area covering the object.
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TABLE I
ACCURACIES OF T HREE C LASSIFICATION M APS

(e.g., shape) and contextual features (e.g. semantic rules
for the neighboring objects) [49].
A drawback of OBIA is that the processing accuracy
highly depends on the quality of the image segmentation
(especially on its parameters). To reduce the uncertainty
resulting from the segmentation, the adaptive mean-shift
procedure [48] was used. An object-based classification
map was obtained [see Fig. 5(b)] using majority voting,
i.e., each object was assigned to the class to which most
of the pixels composing it were assigned to in the previous
processing steps.
3) Knowledge-based refinement: Finally, the spatial relationships between classes were investigated and the following
semantic rules were applied to refine the result.
a) If a nonroad object is totally surrounded by roads
and does not belong to plants nor soil, then classify
it as roads.
b) If the area of a roof object is smaller than 20 pixels
(5 m2 ), then merge it with the neighboring object,
with which it shares most of the boundary.
c) Find all roof objects within a length–width ratio
larger than 5. If such an object is adjacent to roads,
then merge it with roads; otherwise, classify it as
soil.
D. Results
The final result of the whole processing chain is shown in
Fig. 5(c). The accuracies of the classification maps of the various steps (also shown in Fig. 5) are given in Table I. From this
table, one can appreciate that both the object-based classification and the semantic rules improved the results significantly.
OBIA alleviated salt and pepper effects [e.g., the soil at the
bottom left corner of Fig. 5(a) and (b)], while semantic rules
corrected many classification and segmentation errors [e.g.,
roads at the bottom right corner of Fig. 5(b) and (c)].
Such rules were not sensor- or resolution-dependent, and can,
therefore, be conveniently transferred across different cities and
countries with minimal adjustments of parameters.
V. O UTCOME OF THE PAPER C ONTEST
This section details the methodology awarded in the Paper
Contest (Fig. 6). As introduced in Section III, the proposed
chain focused on the feature extraction part: first, morphological features were generated from the original VIS image (see
Section V-A). In parallel, the VIS image was used in a guided
filtering scheme [50] to enhance the spatial resolution of the
LWIR image in the PCA domain (see Section V-B). Then,
both the enhanced LWIR data and morphological VIS information were fused with a graph-based method (see Section V-C).

Fig. 6. Framework proposed within the Paper Contest.

Finally, the fused features were used by an SVM classifier to
generate the final classification map. Since multiclass SVMs do
not need particular discussion, only the three feature-extraction
steps are presented in Sections V-A to V-C.
A. Morphological Features of RGB Image
Morphological features [51] were generated by applying
series of morphological opening or closing by reconstruction
to the image, using a structural element (SE) of predefined
size. Opening acts on objects brighter than their surroundings,
closing on darker objects. By increasing the size of the SE
and repeating the previous operation, a complete morphological profile (MP [45]) is built. Such profile carries information
about the size and the shape of objects in the image.
Morphological features are widely used to explore the spatial
information of high-resolution remote sensing data [7], [52],
[53]. In the method developed for the Paper Contest, morphological features were generated by applying, morphological
openings and closings with partial reconstruction to the color
RGB image. The effect of using morphological features with
partial reconstruction for classification of remote sensing data
from urban areas has been discussed in [22], [54], and [55].
MPs with ten openings and closings (ranging from 1 to 10 with
step size increment of 1) were computed on the RGB image
using a disk SE.
B. LWIR Data Enhancement by PCA and Guided Filter
One of the main challenges of fusing low-resolution LWIR
and high-resolution VIS data is to find an appropriate balance
between spectral and spatial preservation. To achieve an optimal tradeoff, a guided filtering [50] was applied to enhance
the LWIR image: guided filtering performs edge-preserving
smoothing on an image (in our case the LWIR), using a guidance image (in our case the VIS) that influences the result.
The filtering output is locally a linear transform of the guidance image. Therefore, the structures in the guidance image
will impact the filtering output. Application of the guided filter to hyperspectral data can be found in [56], where the guided
filter was applied to transfer the spatial structures (e.g., edges)
of the hyperspectral image to the initial classification map, in
order to refine it.
To enhance the spatial resolution of the LWIR image, a
PCA transform was applied along with the guided filtering presented above. Instead of using component substitutions, which
may cause spectral distortions, the low-spatial resolution LWIR
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C. Supervised Graph-Based Feature Fusion

Fig. 7. Part of fused LWIR image. The top row shows VIS image and the
LWIR image enhanced by cubic interpolation, PCA substitution, and the proposed guided filtering; the second row shows the original LWIR spectra from
gray roof in the yellow circle and its difference with cubic interpolation, PCA
substitution, and the proposed guided filtering.

image was upsampled using the high-resolution VIS image as
the guidance image. To speed up processing time, first, PCA
was used to decorrelate the LWIR image bands and separate
information content from noise. Since they concentrate most
of the energy, the guided filtering was only applied to the
first k principal components (PCs) and then, the whole cube,
composed of the filtered k components plus the original lowenergy PCs (see Fig. 6), was inverted. Let P Ci denote the
first ith (i ≤ k) PC after upsampling with cubic interpolation.
The filtering output P Ci can be represented as a linear transform of the guidance image IVIS in a local window ω of size
(2r + 1) × (2r + 1) as follows:
P Ci = aj IVIS + bj

∀i ∈ ωj .

(1)

The above-mentioned model ensures that the output P Ci has
an edge only if the guided image IVIS has an edge, as ∇P C  =
a∇IVIS . The following cost function was used to find the
coefficients aj and bj


(aj IVIS + bj − P Ci )2 + a2j
(2)
E(aj , bj ) =
i∈ωj

where  was a regularization parameter determining the degree
of blurring for the guided filter. In the cost function, P Ci should
be as close as possible to P Ci , in order to ensure the preservation of the original spectral information. Before inverting,
the noise from the remaining PCA channels was also removed
using a soft-thresholding scheme (similarly to [57]). Their spatial resolution was also upsampled to one of the VIS images
using cubic interpolation (and without guided filter). Fig. 7
shows the effectiveness of the proposed image fusion method
in spectral and spatial preservation. From a visual analysis, the
fused image produced by the proposed approach appears to be
very sharp and spectrally consistent with respect to the original
LWIR image.

Once the spectral and spatial features described in Sections
V-A and V-B were extracted, they were fused using a supervised
graph-based approach. This fusion strategy, which was a supervised extension of the one proposed in [22], is presented in this
section. Let us define the three following quantities: XLWIR =
}ni=1 denotes the spectral features issued from the pro{xLWIR
i
}ni=1 are
posed image fusion (Section V-B), XMPs = {xMPs
i
the feature vectors containing the morphological profiles computed on the VIS image (MPs, Section V-A), and Y = {yi }ni=1
are the class labels (with C possible classes). n is the number of labeled examples available. We also define the vector
obtained by stacking the spectral and spatial features as XSta =
n
LWIR
; XMPs ]. All data sources were scaled to
{xSta
i }i=1 = [X
the same ranges before fusion.
First, a graph was built for each data source, providing two graphs GLWIR and GMPs . For example, the graph
constructed using the enhanced LWIR data was GLWIR =
(XLWIR , ALWIR ), ALWIR representing the edges of the graph.
and xLWIR
is denoted
The edge between two data points xLWIR
i
j
hereafter as

LWIR LWIR
1, if yi = yj and xLWIR
∈ NK
(xi
)
j
LWIR
=
Aij
0, otherwise.
(3)
LWIR LWIR
(xi
) denotes the set of the K-nearest neighwhere NK
, i.e., in the method proposed in the
bors (K-NN) of xLWIR
i
Paper Contest, two samples were considered close enough
on the basis of a K-NN criterion. Such pairwise constraints
have been recently used for aligning image pdfs in multitemporal and multisource cassification [16]. When the graph
was constructed by MPs, the K-NN of the data point xMPs
i
were evaluated in terms of spatial characteristics. The fusion
Sta
, AFus ), where AFus =
graph was
as GFus = (X
 defined
LWIR
MPs
A
. The operator “ ” denotes element-wise
A
LWIR MPs
Aij
multiplication, i.e., AFus
ij = Aij


AFus
ij

=

1,
0,

 MPs
if ALWIR
A
= 1 and yi = yj
ij
 ij
LWIR
MPs
Aij = 0 or yi = yj .
if Aij

This means that two data points xSta
and xSta
were connected
i
j
only if they had similar spectral and spatial characteristics
and they belonged to the same class. The fused features were
extracted by projecting the high-dimensional stacked feature
vector (XSta ) to a lower subspace, in which neighborhood
information (contained in AFus ) was preserved. The projection
matrix was learnt by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem
similar to [58] and [59]. For more details about how to obtain
the fused features, the readers can find relevant information in
[22] and [59].
D. Results
The experiment considered an SVM classifier with a radial
basis function (RBF) kernel. The two SVM parameters C and
γ using fivefold cross-validation to find the best C within the
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classification: for example, as the spatial information of “Red
roof” and “Gray roof” or “Bare soil” is similar, objects from
“Red roof” are misclassified as soil when only using MPs (see
Fig. 8). Image fusion by CUB could not preserve the spatial
information, leading to spatial distortions in the final classification map, whereas the PCA component substitution suffered
from spectral distortions. Using the guided filter, the proposed
SGF image fusion performed better on both spectral and spatial
preservations, and this was reflected in classification accuracies 10% higher than CUB and PCA, especially for the class
“Road.” Moreover, the number of extracted fused features was
smaller than for the other methods, thus further decreasing the
computational time.

Fig. 8. Zoom in the classification maps obtained by each method.

TABLE II
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACIES AND C OMPUTATION T IME ( IN H OURS )

values {10−1 , 100 , 101 , 102 , 103 } and the best γ within the values {10−3 , 10−2 , 10−1 , 100 , 101 }. The proposed fusion method
(SGF) was compared against the following competitors: 1) simply enlarging the original LWIR image by cubic interpolation
(CUB); 2) PCA component substitution (PCA), as in [60];
3) our proposed image fusion using guided filtering in PCA
domain (GFP); 4) using MPs computed on the original VIS
image (MPS); 5) stacking our enhanced LWIR image and MPs
(STA); and 6) unsupervised graph-based fusion method (UGF)
[22] to fuse our enhanced LWIR image and MPs. For quantitative comparisons, 1000 samples per class were randomly
selected for training, and the results were averaged over five
runs. The classification results were quantitatively evaluated
by measuring the overall accuracy (OA), the average accuracy
(AA), and the kappa coefficient (κ) on the test data. The experiments were carried out on 64-b, 3.40 GHz Intel i7-4930 K
(1 core) CPU computer with 64 GB memory. The processing
time included image fusion, feature fusion, and classification.
Fig. 8 shows the classification maps of the best result of each
method, and Table II shows their corresponding accuracies and
processing times (in hours).
The SGF feature fusion method performed better than the
other fusion schemes, with more than 2% improvements in κ
and a significant drop in processing time. From Table II, it is
evident that using a single data source is not enough for reliable

VI. D ISCUSSION
The two tracks of the 2014 edition of the DFC provided
interesting contributions in terms of methodological novelty
or application to urban-area mapping. Both winning teams
addressed classification problems. As discussed in more detail
in Section VI-B, the fact that the winning manuscript of the
Paper Contest focused on a classification problem was not surprising because of the primary role that classification plays
within the IADF TC community. However, it is worth noting
that significantly different approaches were adopted by the two
winning teams (see also the comparison provided in Fig. 2).
This is consistent with the distinct goals of the two tracks.
One was aimed at optimizing the accuracy of land cover mapping for a specific data set. For this purpose, image modeling,
processing, and analysis tools were adapted and integrated in
a processing chain aiming at production of the most accurate map as possible. The other competition was targeted at
the development of new tools for jointly taking benefit from
thermal hyperspectral and color data, and a novel multisensor–
multiresolution fusion method was proposed. In this Section
we will comment on both these approaches and on the overall
submissions to the two tracks.
A. Classification Contest results
1) Winners: With regard to the Classification Contest, the
winning map was obtained through a successful integration
of processing components drawn from the fields of image
processing, computer vision, machine learning, and pattern
recognition (see Section IV). The success of this strategy is
consistent with the extremely high spatial resolution (20 cm)
of the input color data and with the characteristics of the
observed low-density urban area. Indeed, objects and geometrical structures were clearly apparent in the imaged scene. The
definition of a) a binary decision tree adapted to the set of
classes, in which case-specific feature subsets were selected
for each binary node on the basis of the spectral and spatial
properties of the pair of classes to be discriminated, and b) the
application of rule-based criteria, in which ad hoc shape parameters and thresholds were used on the basis of segmentation
results, were effective in characterizing the geometrical structure in the input imagery. These approaches [especially b)] are
less common in the classification of coarser resolution remote
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sensing data, for which spectral features usually play a primary
role. Nonetheless, such approaches are well known in classical computer vision scenarios [61], [62]. Within the elaborated
processing chain adopted for the Classification Contest, spatial information was exploited through both spatial-contextual
feature extraction and OBIA, and the accuracy obtained using
object-based classification was not significantly higher than
the one that was obtained using pixel-based classification with
spatial-contextual features. It is also worth noting that the winning approach for the Classification Contest could be adapted
and replicated with regard to other multiresolution image classification problems involving submetric imagery, i.e., it was
not tailored to the specific physical nature of the input VIS
color and LWIR data. An example of these physically based
approaches would involve the need to apply complex procedures to extract vegetation and trees from the scene, instead of
applying a simple spectral-based rule to extract the vegetation
(i.e., emissivity of vegetation is  1) and then, to use thermal
diversity to separate the trees.
2) Top 10: Considering the other submissions received to
the Classification Contest, the top-10 results3 exhibited κ values
ranging from 0.8669 to 0.9438 on the test samples. A number of image analysis and learning approaches were explored
by the participants, including multiscale segmentation and
region-based analysis, texture and wavelet feature extraction,
feature transformations, noise filtering, Markov and conditional
random fields, rule-based processing, and kernel-based and
random forest classifiers. As mentioned above for the winning map, most processing approaches proposed were based
on general-purpose pattern recognition concepts and were not
explicitly tailored to the physical properties of color or thermal
imagery.
3) Complementarity: As a last point, it is worth noting
that, if a decision fusion rule is applied to these submitted
results—a simple pixelwise majority—a further improvement
(κ = 0.9453) is obtained. It is a minor improvement due to
the already high classification accuracy of the winning map.
However, it points out that the top-10 results are partly complementary, which is consistent with the different methodological approaches adopted by the various participating teams
to address the classification problem proposed to the IADF
community.

image enhancement purposes, was extended here to multiresolution enhancement and found effective in the fusion of VIS
and LWIR imagery. It is worth noting that this novel combination of guided filtering and graph-theoretic fusion was again not
data-specific and could be extended to multiresolution and multisensor fusion problems with other input remote sensing data
modalities.
2) Complementarity: Diverse methodological approaches
were proposed by the participants to the Paper Contest. Besides
the winning team’s work presented in Section V, techniques
involving decision-level fusion, morphological feature extraction, region-based processing, or rotation-forest classifiers were
proposed by the top-3 ranking manuscripts.4 Similar to the winning paper, most manuscripts submitted to the Paper Contest,
including the top-3, were focused on classification problems,
even though the topic of the paper was free for the participants.
This came as little surprise because classification problems are
the most consolidated in the DFC tradition, and represent one of
the major research lines for many scientific teams that are active
in the IADF community of the GRSS. However, these results
also suggest that, in order to continuously offer innovative and
stimulating opportunities through the annual DFC initiative, it
can be important also to explore new Contest modalities and
propose processing challenges that have not been considered
before.

VII. C ONCLUSION

1) Winners: The winning manuscript also addressed a classification problem (see Section V). The graph-based stages of
the proposed method also were at the basis of the winning
manuscript of the Best Paper Competition of the 2013 edition of DFC [22]. The successful results obtained, here with
color and thermal hyperspectral data and there with LiDAR
and with visible and near-infrared hyperspectral imagery, suggest the effectiveness of this graph-theoretic approach in jointly
modeling multisensor remote sensing images for classification.
Guided filtering, which was recently proposed and validated for

This paper presented the scientific outcomes resulting from
the 2014 Data Fusion Contest organized by the IADF TC of
the IEEE GRSS. In this edition, the Contest proposed a joint
multisensor–multiresolution fusion opportunity to the IADF
community. A data set composed of color and thermal hyperspectral images collected over the same low-density urban area
at different spatial resolutions was released. In particular, thermal hyperspectral data, which were not involved in previous
Contest editions, were considered to propose an emerging type
of remote sensing data to the community and stimulate the
development of novel ideas and methods for their processing.
The Contest was framed as two separate competitions: 1) the
Classification Contest, awarding the most accurate classification result at the finest of the observed spatial resolutions,
and 2) the Paper Contest, awarding methodological novelty in
open-topic manuscripts using the released data.
The winning classification map was obtained through an
effective case-specific processing chain that combined spectral and spatial feature extraction, binary tree decomposition, as
well as object-based and knowledge-based analysis. The winning manuscript proposed a novel multiresolution and multisensor classification method that extended the recently proposed
guided filtering approach to multiresolution enhancement, combined with a graph-theoretic multisensor fusion technique. The
former ranked first among the classification maps obtained
through diverse machine learning and pattern recognition
approaches, a successful result that is likely due to an accurate

3 [Online].
Available: http://cucciolo.dibe.unige.it/IPRS/IEEE_GRSS_
IADFTC_2014_Classification_Contest_Results.htm

4 [Online].
Available: http://cucciolo.dibe.unige.it/IPRS/IEEE_GRSS_
IADFTC_2014_Classification_Paper_Results.htm

B. Paper Contest Results
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characterization of the target classes through suitable features,
decision nodes, and rules. The latter demonstrated higher classification performances than several benchmark approaches
based on previous multiresolution and/or multisensor fusion
approaches, and extended the graph-theoretic approaches to
supervised image fusion.
Unlike in previous editions, the Classification Contest aimed
at taking into account not only the accuracy but also the computational burden. For this purpose, after the release of the
full data set, a limited time was given to submit classification
maps. The response of the IADF community to this competition
modality was positive and very encouraging, as the number of
submitted classification maps was similar to the latest Contest
editions, in which there was no challenging time constraint on
the submission of the final map. This confirms the choice to
also implicitly consider the time taken to generate a classification result in the evaluation of the result itself, and represents
a useful case study for the forthcoming Contest editions. From
this perspective, a further issue that could be worth addressing
is to explore other competition modalities to compare classification approaches in terms of not only accuracy but also
computational properties or level of automation.
A common trait of most submissions to both tracks of
the Contest was the use and/or development of processing
approaches that were rooted in pattern recognition, machine
learning, and image processing, and aimed at addressing the
problem of joint multiresolution and multisensor fusion in its
generality, while they were not specifically tailored to the physical nature of the input thermal hyperspectral and color data.
On one hand, the community showed that the adopted nonphysically based approaches could efficiently process the data
and resolve the classification problem in an accurate way. It
is also confirmed that data fusion techniques developed within
remote sensing are often formulated as general methodologies
that tackle broad image analysis problems and may be applied,
to some extent, to multiple types of input data, sensors, and
acquisition modalities.
On the other hand, incorporating prior knowledge about the
physics of the data in the models, such as through temperatureemissivity separation from thermal hyperspectral samples, is
expected to further improve performance (a general statement
that was also confirmed in previous editions of the Contest
[21]). But unfortunately, no team explored these hybrid solutions, so no answer can be given to these questions by the 2014
Contest so far. To this aim, the data released for DFC 2014 will
remain publicly available in the future for further experimental
analysis and for also exploring the synergy between physically
based and learning/recognition-based approaches. These comments also suggest to further stimulate, through future Contests,
the development of processing methods that benefit from this
synergy and from explicitly modeling the physical properties of
the input multisource data and of the related active and passive
sensors.
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